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Dear Parents,  
 

Shabbos chazak is here! Once again we will call on one another to be strong. Why do we need to call up-
on each other to be strong so often? What message or lesson can we take from this particular call to be 
strong?   
 

Chumash Vayikro which we will begin now, focuses primarily on teaching us various mitzvos and halo-
chos, many of which don’t apply today, with very little storyline.  If I may, Vayikro is less entertaining than 
Chumash Shemos.   
 

When cheder-age children learn Torah, we often strive to keep things exciting and to fascinate them with 
various ‘hooks’.  Rebbiem and teachers use parables, Midrashim, stories and aggados to keep the stu-
dents mesmerized with the fascinating insights and plots.  
 

It is important to remember however that the goal of Torah is to horeve in learning, to exert ourselves in 
learning, not to be entertained by Torah.   ,עמל תורה exertion in Torah are the words used by chazal and 
like Alter Rebbe quotes in Tanya chapter 41 “One should dedicate himself to learning like an ox to a yolk 
and a donkey to a heavy load. Learning Torah is supposed to be a heavy labor, something that requires 
much toil.  
 

As we enter Chumash Vayikro we are reminded “chazak chazak venischazeik” let us commit to learning 
all of Torah with exertion. 
 

This week at cheder all the talmidim of the younger grades received their hagodos and the Rebbeis are 
working through the messages and practices of the seder night page by page, step by step.  A big thank 
you goes to the office staff for producing all the hagodos proficiently and professionally.  
 

Thank you Rabbi Sosover for leading the Baal peh efforts in preparation for Yud Alef Nissan. The hall-
ways, lunchroom and classrooms are filled with talmidim being tested on either 
gemoro, mishnayos or Tanya by heart. Please encourage your son to learn by 
heart as a gift to present to the Rebbe.  
 
Wishing you a good Shabbos,  

Rabbi Kaplan 

Letter from the Menahel: 
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This week Mrs. Nadav's class began to write their own fiction stories. Each boy thought of a topic 
which he would like to write about, and they've already begun the writing process. Some of the 
boys already have the entire plot planned out while others are allowing their creative juices to flow 
as they add additional sentences. Once the story and editing are done, the boys will choose 
whether they would like to illustrate it as well. Each story is going to be made into a real, hardcov-
er book!  
Our second graders have settled in with their new teacher, Mrs. Hermann.  We welcome Mrs. 
Hermann and look forward to a wonderful rest of the year.  The boys are off to a great start learn-
ing math, reading, handwriting, and science.  They even learned about the process of planting 
seeds and decorated their own flower pots.  They then planted seeds in the pots that they will wa-
ter and watch grow. 
This week was filled with lots of fun and interesting (and educational) activities in both of our third 
grade.   On Tuesday the boys all had a 'screaming' good time as Dr. Schnitzel showed them how 
to make real ice cream using whole milk, half and half, sugar and rock salt.  The boys made their 
own sample ice cream and enjoyed a delicious treat of ice cream when they finished the lesson. 
On Wednesday, as part of their social studies unit on communities, MC Millman, author of many 
children's books, came to speak to the boys about her experiences as an author. The class pre-
pared for this by reading excerpts of her books, stories from newspapers that she wrote, as well 
as  prepared questions to ask her.  The boys had prepared questions in advance, such as how 
she got started in writing, how long ago she began writing, how many books she has written, etc. 
In writing this week, the boys wrote thank you letters to Mrs. Millman, expressing their thanks and 
enjoyment of her talk. 
Mrs. Eckstein’s class had a final round of multiplication BINGO this week,  as they are transition-
ing from multiplication to division.  The winners were Shneur Zalman Blotner, Moishy Polinger and 
Mendel Keller.    In science, the boys made water cycle 'wheels' and learned about the different 
types of clouds and the weather that accompanies them. They also learned about another inven-
tor, Alexander Graham Bell. And, of course, no week would be complete without a discussion of 
current events and reading News on the Run.  
In math this week, Mrs. Volfman’s class learned their division facts for 0,1, and 2.  In science they 
continued in their weather unit,  learning about the different types of clouds and began to learn 
about thunderstorms. They are looking forward to another week of learning and growth.  
Have a wonderful Shabbos! 
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Yehoshua Kessler  

 

Mazel Tov Menachem Mendel Marrus and Yosef 
Yitzchok Klein on their Bar Mitzvah! 
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 minutes   8  כתה א

 minutes  88  כתה ב

 minutes  88  כתה ג

 minutes  88  כתה ד

 minutes  88  כתה ה

 minutes  88   כתה ו

 minutes  07  כתה ז

 minutes  87  כתה ח
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